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Video Creation Using Templates
ABSTRACT
Video creators can be intimidated by the prospect of starting a project with a blank
canvas. This disclosure describes video-creation templates that help both novice and experienced
users by simplifying the video-creation process. The templates enable users to reduce time spent
on decision making and to rapidly start creating. The templates can be created by experts and
give creators the confidence that their creation will look good and professional in the eyes of the
community that they intend to share it with.
KEYWORDS
● Video creation
● Video editing
● Video template
● Authoring template
● Layout template
BACKGROUND
Novice video creators can be intimidated by the prospect of starting a video project with
a blank canvas. They face questions such as: How to structure the video? What are the main
chapters/topics to cover? How to design the video to make it look good? And so on. The more
open-ended a project, the harder it can be to make progress. Even experienced creators, who
know what they want to say (and how to do so), can be frustrated by the creation process if the
amount of work seems so debilitating as to lack excitement.
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DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes video-creation templates that help both novice and experienced
users by simplifying the video-creation process. The described pre-made templates enable users
to reduce time spent on decision making and to rapidly start creating. The templates can be
created by experts and give creators the confidence that their creation will look good and
professional in the eyes of the community that they intend to share it with.
Some examples of templates include:
● Layout templates: Basic building blocks that enable creators to improve the creation of
individual shots.
● Series of layout templates: Defining the relationships, if any, between the building blocks.
● Project templates: Collection of layout templates and series that form an entire project.
Each of the above types of templates is described in greater detail below.
Layout templates
Layout templates are somewhat analogous to layouts in slide presentations. They are a
collection of predefined designs that can be used with a single tap to quickly achieve a design
goal, or, by further editing, form a better starting point to get to a design goal. Layout templates
can be seen as a collection of brief, pre-made (single-shot) projects that can be embedded inside
other projects. Layout templates can include their own timeline and embedded media elements.
For example, a template might include a place for a video on top of a background image overlaid
with a list of text items, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The background element can be a static image or
a looped animation.
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Fig. 1: Template with embedded media elements

Layout templates can include any element that a project can, e.g., text, graphics, videos,
re-applied filters, motion effects, transitions, audio effects, etc. As mentioned earlier, the
templates enable creators to be creative, produce faster and better results, while also enabling
them to modify designs further to prevent any style from becoming a repetitive cliche over time
(due to too many creators using the same design).
Layout templates can also include placeholder elements that are intended to be part of the
design but not part of the actual/final content. Placeholder elements are used by the template
author to indicate how the creator might use that design by replacing the placeholder with other
media elements, e.g., replacing the blue rectangle with a person icon in the example of Fig. 1(a).
The creator can easily replace any placeholder graphics with actual media elements and see them
expand in the sequencer to their full duration (for example, replacing a three-second static
placeholder image with a ten-minute video). Furthermore, creators can perform different editing
operations on the media elements, e.g., delete, trim, scale, apply filters, add transitions, etc.
To simplify several use-cases, in the master project (the project that hosts the embedded
template project), the layout template can advantageously be used as a single shot in the shot list,
e.g., its use inside another shot is prevented. The duration of each embedded layout template
(shot) is determined by its content, e.g., the longest element used inside the layout template. If
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the creator edits the content of a layout template and changes its total duration, then upon exiting
the template editing screen and returning to the hosting project, the duration of that shot is
updated accordingly. This behavior is similar to that of embedded projects.
A difference between layout templates and embedded projects is that when adding a
layout template to a project, there is no particular relationship between the source and the
embedded versions of that template: an embedded copy of the template is made and the link
between the two is severed. An embedded project retains that relationship such that an embedded
project can be updated.
Advantageously, a layout template cannot be easily changed by selecting another layout
template. Rather, if a creator wants to change a template for a shot, they can simply add a new
layout template, recreate their customizations, and delete the old one. Creators are free to
publicly publish their layout templates in a marketplace. Since each template is just a project, its
authoring can be reasonably performed using a video-producing app and published as a template.
Series of layout templates
As described above, layout templates can represent a very broad range of design needs,
and, based on their unique needs, creators can choose when to use each in their project. A series
of layout templates is a continuation of layout templates that is advanced, more powerful, and
further enables the creator to save time and to stay organized. Akin to numbered or bulleted lists
in word processing applications, where the user can start a series and the application manages
that list for them (eliminating gaps in numbering, enabling consistent formatting, adding
consistent indentations, etc.), a series manages a list of layout templates while remaining linked
in the project.
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While using layout templates, the creator might want to have the numbers and/or
formatting to stay consistent across a series of shots. An example is a top-10 type video, where
each chapter mark represents the next item in a list (incrementing or decrementing a main
number), a number that is to stay consistent throughout the video. The need for consistency is
true in most videos that have chapters or dividers across them, e.g., collection or instructional
videos. Consistency is the property by which a creator can update one of the chapters to similarly
impact all other chapters in the series.
With the described, automatic, consistent management of chapter marks, creators can do
the following:
●

Specify a text field where a value can be incremented/decremented in the series (the
dynamic text field, that can support numbers, letters, or roman numerals), and
o

specify the range of values in the series (it might not start with 1, A, I, etc.) and
direction (counting up or down);

o

enable the creator to break a series, forming two series (before and after the
separation);

o
●

enable the creator to turn off the series and go back to user-typed values; etc.

Customize elements in any of the individual shots in the series,
o

changing any existing elements in the design (resizing, recoloring, applying
filters, etc.);

o
●

adding other elements (images, videos, text, stickers, etc.).

Changing the design, layout, or formatting of one of the shots in the series and have it be
applied to all other shots in the series.
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o

An optimal implementation makes global update a user option, e.g., with a dialog
such as “would you like to update this in all other shots in the series?”

●

Reorder shots in the series, resulting in renumbering (changing values) in the dynamic
text field of other impacted shots.

●

Delete shots from the series, resulting in renumbering (changing values) in the dynamic
text field of other impacted shots.

Fig. 2: Examples of video chapters based on a series of layout templates, with automatic numbering

Fig. 2 illustrates examples of a video with multiple chapters, based on a series of layout
templates, with automatic numbering. A series of templates doesn’t have to be completely
contiguous. For example, in a top-10 style video, each chapter mark might simply be the shot
before the main content, such that a top-10 jokes video can show a number-10 shot followed by a
video of the 10th joke, etc. A list of shots might appear thus:
●

Opening sequence

●

Introduction
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●

Joke #10 + Title

●

Clip of a joke

●

Joke #9 + Title

●

Clip of a joke

●

…

●

Joke #1 + Title

●

Clip of a joke

●

Goodbye

●

Closing sequence

Only the chapter marks in the above list (highlighted in blue) are part of the series, and they have
other shots interspersed between them. In this example, the word “Joke” is constant, and the joke
number decrements automatically while the “Title” is custom in each shot. The use of a series of
layout templates eliminates the need for the creator to maintain consistency and customize each
shot in the series.
In using the series of layout templates, a creator determines the shots that are part of the
series and the element to be incremented or decremented. The series feature can advantageously
be reserved only for templates. Alternatively, given that templates are just shots, any set of shots
that the user creates can be turned into a series.
Project templates
A project template is a curated collection of shots that can give creators a quick jump on
the structure of their video. A project template is a carefully curated collection of layout
templates plus crafted customizations, saved as a template for future use. Just as with layout
templates, project templates enable creators to be creative and produce faster and better results
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while also letting them modify designs further, to prevent any style from becoming a repetitive
cliche over time (due to too many creators using the same template).
Project templates are a simple way to start a project and have a coherent and consistent
style pre-applied to it. Project templates do not lock the creator to any of the template stylistic
decisions or the narrative structure. However, for those creators who wish to have a starting point
(instead of a blank canvas), it provides a structure and a guiding hand.
When creating a new project, creators have the option to start the project with a template
and see a list of options. To enable a user to preview the style and the content (or meaning) of a
template before selecting it, project templates can feature a combination of a list of shots and a
preview of style. For example, a “DIY Jewelry” project template might be previewed with a
suitable set of elements (e.g., a title such as “ideas for wire jewelry”, chapter titles such as
“materials,” “step 1, “ step 2,” “putting it together,” and so on).
A project template shares similarities with a saved project. For example, creators can use
their previously created projects as their templates by swapping previously populated elements
with new media elements. The replacement of previously populated elements with placeholders
(e.g., “video goes here”) can be done automatically.
CONCLUSION
Video creators can be intimidated by the prospect of starting a project with a blank
canvas. This disclosure describes video-creation templates that help both novice and experienced
users by simplifying the video-creation process. The templates enable users to reduce time spent
on decision making and to rapidly start creating. The templates can be created by experts and
give creators the confidence that their creation will look good and professional in the eyes of the
community that they intend to share it with.
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